Southern Fox Squirrel
*Sciurus niger*

**Species Overview**

**Status:** Removed from Florida’s Endangered and Threatened Species List.

**Current protections:**

- 68A-4.001, F.A.C., General Prohibitions and Requirement – Prohibits the take, transport, sale, and possession of wildlife.
- 68A-1.004, F.A.C., Take – The term take shall include taking, attempting to take, pursuing, hunting, molesting, capturing, or killing any wildlife or freshwater fish, or their nests or eggs by any means whether or not such actions result in obtaining possession of such wildlife or freshwater fish or their nests or eggs.
- 68A-29.002(1)c, F.A.C., Regulations Relating to the Taking of Mammals – Prohibits take, transport, sale, purchase or possession of fox squirrels (*Sciurus spp.*) unless authorized by 68A-9, F.A.C or unless authorized in Commission-approved guidelines.

**Biological Background**

This section describes the biological background for this species and provides context for the following sections. It focuses on the habitats that support Southern fox squirrels, and the threats faced by the species.

New analysis conducted in 2014 and 2015 determined that the Sherman’s fox squirrel is not genetically distinct from other fox squirrels in north and central Florida, making it appropriate to group all fox squirrels north of the Caloosahatchee River as Southern fox squirrels (*Sciurus niger niger*) (Greene et al. 2015). The Southern fox squirrel has a distinct connection to mature, open, mixed pine-hardwood forests that historically were naturally maintained by regular fires and as a result have shrub and groundcover vegetation that is relatively open (Weigl et al. 1989, Perkins and Connor 2004, Greene and McCleery 2017b). In those forests, longleaf pine (*Pinus palustris*), or other pine species, typically dominate the tree cover, but turkey oak (*Quercus laevis*), or other hardwood trees, are scattered throughout the habitat (Moore 1957, Kantola and Humphrey 1990, Kantola 1992, Florida Natural Areas Inventory [FNAI] 2001, Greene and McCleery 2017b). However, Southern fox squirrels occur in multiple land cover classes that are structurally similar to the historic pine savannas (Greene and McCleery 2017a, Tye et al. 2017). Regular, typically frequent, application of management practices such as frequent fire is essential to maintain the proper structure (i.e., reduce the woody understory and groundcover vegetation and maintain appropriate hardwood tree canopy cover) and heterogeneity within forest communities and across landscapes (Greene and McCleery 2017a). Conserving a hardwood component, particularly retaining mature hardwoods trees, is important for food and cover resources (Conner and Godbois 2003, Prince et al. 2016, Greene and McCleery 2017b). Perkins et al. (2008) found that in longleaf pine forests, canopy cover of 11.8% hardwood was important for occupancy by Southern fox squirrels.

Southern fox squirrels can be more resilient to habitat modifications than previously thought (Greene and McCleery 2017b). Greene and McCleery (2017b) found that the amount of suitable habitat available to fox squirrels did not affect occurrence at the landscape scale. They found that Southern fox squirrels occurred in
a range of pine-dominated habitats including some pine plantations as well as pastures, croplands, and other agricultural lands. Southern fox squirrel also can occur in more urbanized areas such as parks and golf courses. Urbanized areas and agricultural lands can often mimic the structure of pine savannas or similar natural communities when mature, overstory pines and hardwoods are retained along with open, low groundcover. Although Southern fox squirrels do not appear to need large swaths of forest, as has been previously suggested (Greene and McCleery 2017b), tracts of high-quality, well-managed natural habitat, particularly on conservation lands will be important for long-term conservation of the subspecies.

Southern fox squirrels make nests of Spanish moss, pine needles, twigs, and leaves, while a few nests are within tree cavities (Kantola and Humphrey 1990). Nest trees have been found in multiple different species of trees, including longleaf pine, laurel oak, live oak, and turkey oak (Kantola and Humphrey 1990). At the Ordway-Swisher Biological Station in north central Florida, the predominant tree species found to contain nests was the turkey oak (68.6%); longleaf pines were the second most commonly used (17.7%). The Southern fox squirrel typically has 2 breeding seasons each year. The winter breeding season runs from October to February and the summer breeding season runs from April to August (Wooding 1997). Southern fox squirrels use multiple nests, and all nests can serve as a source of refuge and shelter, in addition to raising young. Adult female Southern fox squirrels defend mutually exclusive core areas, averaging 41 acres (Kantola and Humphrey 1990, Wooding 1997). Male fox squirrels may have overlapping home ranges, averaging 105 acres, and a single female core area may intersect multiple male home ranges. Male and female fox squirrels construct nests, and any given area may contain the nests of more than one fox squirrel, even when no fox squirrels are observed.

Threats
Southern fox squirrels can be more resilient to habitat modifications than previously thought (Greene and McCleery 2017b), but habitat loss, fragmentation and degradation, resulting from conversion for development and other uses, continue to create threats for the long-term conservation of the Southern fox squirrel (Kantola and Humphrey 1990, FWC 2005, FWC 2017). Florida’s longleaf pine forests were reduced by 88% between 1936 and 1986, to the extent that by 1987 only 380,000 ha (939,000 ac) remained (Wooding 1997). By 2000, the estimate was that only 2.2% of the historic longleaf pine forest in Florida was still intact (Frost 2006). Land acquisition programs such as Preservation 2000 and Florida Forever have secured habitat and reduced the rate of habitat loss for Southern fox squirrel and other species by setting aside significant areas of potential habitat. However, the condition of this habitat and the ongoing potential for degradation of habitat quality remain conservation concerns cited in the Sherman’s fox squirrel Biological Status Review (FWC 2011). In 2017, a biological review group (BRG) was convened by the FWC to review the status of the Sherman’s fox squirrel. When the BRG evaluated the species, they accounted for new analyses that found no genetic structure among fox squirrel populations in north and central Florida, indicating that S. n. niger is not genetically distinct from S. n. shermani or S. n. bachmani in Florida (Greene et al. 2015). Therefore, it is appropriate to group all fox squirrels in Florida north of the Caloosahatchee River as the Southern fox squirrel, S. n. niger.
During the 2017 Biological Status Review (BSR) the Biological Review Group concluded from their assessment that the Sherman’s/Southern fox squirrel did not meet any listing criteria and, as a result, staff recommended that the Sherman’s/Southern fox squirrel be removed as a Species of Special Concern from Rule 68A-27.005, F.A.C (FWC 2017).

Distribution and Survey Methodology

The shaded area of range map (right) represents the designated management unit for *S. n. niger*, the area encompassing all observations of individuals of the species, including intervening areas of unoccupied habitat. This map is for informational purposes only and is not for regulatory purposes.


**Recommended Survey Methodology**

Surveys can be used to determine if Southern fox squirrels are present in an area. Surveys are not required but if conducted in accordance with the methodology described below and the species is not detected, no further coordination with FWC is needed. Surveys to determine presence of Southern fox squirrel should be limited to the areas identified on the map in green.

- Habitat types for surveys include mature, open, upland mixed pine-hardwood forests and other areas of pine forests where hardwood patches are embedded or there are ecotones with hardwood patches (e.g., upland mixed woodland, upland pine, and sandhill [Florida cooperative land cover, v3.2, 2016]). The Southern fox squirrel also inhabits pine savanna, mature pine forests, cypress domes, pastures, the ecotone between bayheads and pine flatwoods, and other open habitats where mixed pines and oaks occur (Endries et al. 2009). In addition, surveys for Southern fox squirrels should considered in a range of rural, agricultural lands including some pine plantations, pastures and croplands, along with more urbanized areas such as parks and golf courses. Those urbanized areas and agricultural lands can often mimic the structure of pine savannas or similar natural
communities when mature, overstory pines and hardwoods are retained along with open, low groundcover (Greene and Mc Cleery 2017a, Tye et al. 2017). Sites that do not encompass these habitat types but have preferred habitat components adjacent to the site should be surveyed because Southern fox squirrels have the ability to move relatively long distances (Perkins and Connor 2004).

- Transect surveys are not reliable – they are unlikely to detect Southern fox squirrels when they are present (Greene et al. 2016). Transect surveys may detect nests, or other signs that Southern fox squirrels are present, and so may be somewhat helpful as an initial step for project planning or to locate nests in advance of activities that may cause a take of nests. However, it is recognized that transect surveys likely underestimate the presence of fox squirrels (Greene et al. 2016).

- Survey techniques for Southern fox squirrels based on live trapping generally have low success and low overall capture rates due to the naturally low densities and inherent shyness of those squirrels, making them unreliable measures of occupancy and relative abundance (Weigl et al. 1989, Greene et al. 2016). That combination of factors generates uncertainty about the status of the surveyed populations. Further, live capture methods can cause significant disturbance to the fox squirrels that are trapped.

- Camera trap-based protocols are recommended for surveys of fox squirrels in Florida. Camera trapping is better than live trapping for Southern fox squirrels to achieve many objectives, including detecting individuals (Greene et al. 2015, Tye et al. 2015, Greene and Mc Cleery 2017a). Camera traps detect higher numbers of individuals and generate a greater overall number of observations, which leads to more precise estimates of abundance (Greene and Mc Cleery 2017a). And, camera-trap-based surveys provide the most effective way to determine habitat occupancy rates and long-term population trends for fox squirrels (Greene and Mc Cleery 2017a, b). And camera trap-based protocols are expected to prevent most risk of harm to the squirrels, which is one problem associated live-trapping (Tye et al. 2015). Camera trap-based protocols should be combined with live-trapping only when handling of live animals is needed to accomplish other objectives (Greene and Mc Cleery 2017a). Camera trap-based protocols are expected to be more economical, in the long-term. Camera-traps can be set and left in place for long periods with only periodic checks by personnel required.

**Recommended Conservation Practices**

Recommendations are general measures that could benefit the species but are not required.

- Preserve and restore large areas of high-quality, well-managed fox squirrel habitat, particularly on conservation lands, when possible (Kantola 1992).

- Habitat patch size may not be critical (Greene and Mc Cleery 2017b), but the quality of the habitat available is important. At the landscape fox squirrels appear to favor habitat with increased heterogeneity and low tree cover (i.e., low basal area). At a local or patch scale, the amount of hardwoods present, is important. And a reduced understory with a diverse but open groundcover...
also are key.

- Maintain landscape connectivity for fox squirrels – retain or enhance conditions that facilitate movement of individuals across the landscape. The physical spacing and arrangement of landscape elements and the condition or quality of the habitat present in those elements will affect the relative ability of individuals to move through or among them.
- Retain/maintain mature oak trees on site for daytime refuge sites (Connor and Godbois 2003), nesting sites (Edwards and Guynn 1995) and mast production (Humphrey and Kantola 1990).
- Retain/maintain a variety of pyrophytic oaks with varied mast production by different species may vary seasonally and year to year (Kantola and Humphrey 1990, Lee et al 2009).
- Sites with ecotones between pine uplands and oak forests can be priorities for conservation because of their importance to fox squirrels by providing both types of resources (Kantola and Humphrey 1990).
- Maintaining single large hardwood trees and small patches of oaks within pine uplands creates the highest quality fox squirrel habitat. One study recommended 6 hardwood patches with a basal hardwood area of .5 meters squared for every hectare of pine savanna (Perkins and Conner 2004, Perkins et al. 2008).
- Maintain and enhance longleaf pine stands. Timber harvest using uneven-aged stand management and single tree selection is recommended to better maintain mature oaks and patchy areas within pine uplands (Connor and Godbois 2003, Perkins et al. 2008).
- Prescribed fire is an effective and efficient tool for managing habitat for the Southern fox squirrel. Suggested frequency varies in literature with 2 to 3 years reported by Perkins et al. (2008) and intervals of up to 5 years reported by Kantola and Humphrey (1990).
- Varying the intensity, frequency, and spatial coverage of fire creates and maintains mature oak coverage, and mimics natural and historical fire regimes in Florida (Greenberg and Simons 1999).

Prohibitions and Permitting

Southern fox squirrels are protected by the general prohibitions outlined in Rule 68A-4.001, F.A.C.: no wildlife or freshwater fish or their nests, eggs, young, homes, or dens shall be taken, transported, stored, served, bought, sold or possessed in any manner or quantity at any time except as specifically permitted by these rules nor shall anyone take, poison, store, buy, sell, possess or wantonly or willfully waste the same except as specifically permitted these rules. They are also protected by 68A-29.002, F.A.C. which states that no person shall take, buy, sell, transport or possess fox squirrels, their nests, or young. Take is defined in Rule 68A-1.004, F.A.C., as pursuing, hunting, molesting, capturing, or killing (or attempting to do those things). A permit is required for any other activity that involves the possession, capture, sell, purchase, transport, hunting or killing of Southern fox squirrels. These permits are issued for justifiable purposes as outlined in Rule 68A-9.002, F.A.C. Justifiable purposes are scientific, educational, exhibition, propagation, management or other justifiable purposes.

No Permit Needed

The following activities could cause take, but are authorized in rule to be conducted without a permit:

- If there are signs that a fox squirrel is injured or has suffered recent trauma, individuals are authorized to temporarily possess the squirrel in order to transport it to a licensed wildlife rehabilitator. If you encounter a fox squirrel and need assistance, please contact Wildlife Alert at 888-404-FWCC. This “Good Samaritan” provision applies to one-time, irregular, or highly infrequent occurrences,
otherwise a permit is required to possess fox squirrels. Linear utility vegetation maintenance activities that do not involve removing or destroying nests, squirrels, or their young is not expected to cause take.

- In accordance with local, state, and federal regulations (including, but not limited to, Federal Electric Reliability Council (FERC) Electric Reliability Standard FAC-003-4, National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) section 218, and Florida Public Service Commission (FPSC) mandates), routine vegetation maintenance activities within existing power line rights of way that will avoid heavy take of known or visibly apparent fox squirrel nests (i.e., the nest trees) do not require a permit authorizing take.

- In cases where there is an immediate danger to the public’s health or safety, including imminent or existing power outages that threaten public safety, or in direct response to an official declaration of a state of emergency by the Governor of Florida or a local governmental entity, power restoration activities and non-routine removal or trimming of vegetation within linear right of way in accordance with vegetation management plan that meets applicable federal and state standards does not require a take permit from FWC.

- Southern fox squirrels may be taken as nuisance wildlife without a permit if following the methods outlined in Rule 68A-9.010 (2) and (3), F.A.C.

- Aversive Conditioning - In urban areas, fox squirrels can become acclimated to human presence and in some situations may pose a safety issue. No permit is required for the following FWC-approved aversive conditioning activities that do not result in the death of a Southern fox squirrel.
  - Documented intervention measures should take place before aversive conditioning can occur. Intervention measures may include posting signs to discourage feeding, having community meetings to address living with wildlife, and removing feeders.
  - Acceptable non-harmful aversive conditioning methods include, loud noises, use of low-powered water guns, visual deterrents, or similar non-harmful activities.

**Permits for Justifiable Purposes - Scientific Collecting and Educational Use**

Any survey methodology that requires handling or capture of a Southern fox squirrel will require a scientific collecting permit. Keeping Southern fox squirrels in captivity for educational use also requires a permit.

- Trapping may impact the wild population’s ability to forage, rest, and rear young. The trapping protocol must be included with the permit application, with sufficient detail to allow evaluation, and should identify measures to minimize mortality to Southern fox squirrels and non-target species.

- Applicants for scientific collecting permits should identify if trapping will occur on lands owned by other entities. Coordination with county land managers, state foresters, and national parks should be addressed in the scientific collecting application.

- Permit applications for educational use should include an educational purpose plan, the location of the educational facility and provide details on housing for Southern fox squirrels.

- A summary of the applicant’s expertise relative to the proposed work must be included in the application.

- Applicants should have met all conditions of previously issued permits for fox squirrels or other species. Camera-based and walking transect surveys do not require a scientific collecting permit.

- A summary of any survey data collected at each study site should be reported to the FWC.
  - Standard data should include numbers captured by species, location information (GPS coordinates, county, property/site name), and habitat type.
  - Report standard data for every Southern fox squirrel collected or observed.
  - Any mortality should be reported immediately to the FWC. Specimens should be provided to the FWC or deposited in the collection of the Florida Museum of Natural History in Gainesville.
• Data gathered should be provided to the agency in the specified format.

Other Permits
For any other justifiable purpose permit that does not fall under scientific collecting or educational use, please submit your request to WildlifePermits@myfwc.com. Fox squirrels may not be maintained as a personal pet without a permit (Rule 68A-4 and 68A-29, F.A.C.). Take of individuals from the wild for this purpose is not authorized.

Additional information
Information on the economic impacts assessment of the Species Conservation Measures and Permitting Guidelines for the Southern Fox Squirrel can be found at http://myfwc.com/wildlifehabitats/imperiled/managementplans/.

Contact
For more species-specific information or related permitting questions, contact us at (850) 921-5990 or WildlifePermits@myfwc.com. For regional information, visit http://myfwc.com/contact/fwc-staff/regional-offices.
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